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Today’s Objectives

● Establish stakeholder engagement expectations and practices for
the grid modernization webinar series
● Provide background, context and expectations for grid
modernization webinar series and resulting NMPRC action
● Hear from stakeholders opportunities and barriers that should be
addressed in the webinar series and subsequent NOPR
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Today’s Agenda

10:00 - 10:10 am - Welcome and Overview - Chairman Joseph Maestas and Vice Chair Cynthia Hall
10:10 - 10:15 am - Introduction of the Gridworks - PRC Team
10:15 - 10:30 am - Review requirements in SB233 requirements, overview of Grid Modernization, and expectations for PRC Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking - Art O’Donnell, US Department of Energy Solar Innovator
10:30 - 10:50 am - EMNRD priorities resulting from grid modernization White paper series and roadmap development - Jackie Waite, Clean
Energy Program Manager, Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources Department of New Mexico
10:50 - 11:00 am - Overview of Webinar Series
11:00 - 11:20 am - Facilitated Discussion
Objective: Hear from stakeholders opportunities and barriers that should be addressed in the webinar series and subsequent NOPR
●
●

What grid modernization topics are of greatest importance to your organization to be covered in this investigatory series and the
PRC NOPR?
Which topics do you believe will be most challenging for the PRC to address in a NOPR, and why?

11:20 - 11:30 am - Wrap Up
●

Participant Survey and Next Steps
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Introductions

Joseph Maestas
Chair

Cynthia Hall
Vice-Chair
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The decarbonization of our
economy is within reach, and
more important than ever.

We convene, educate, and
empower stakeholders working
to decarbonize our economy.
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GRIDWORKS

Matthew Tisdale
Executive Director

Deborah Shields

Operations & Communications
Director

Amanda Ormond
Senior Fellow

Jeffrey Ackermann
Senior Fellow
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OREGON GRID PLANNING CASE STUDY

Outcomes
• Broad stakeholder support for new

Commission rules stemming from 12
engaging webinars
• Comprehensive, staged approach to
Distribution System Planning reform,
adopted unanimously by the Oregon
Public Utilities Commission
• Industry leading Community
Engagement, advancing equity and
community needs through a new, open
distribution system planning process

“With help from Gridworks, our
Commission achieved its goal of
developing a progressive new
approach to grid planning. We used
an open and engaging stakeholder
process, grounded in experience and
lessons learned from Oregon and
beyond.”
MEGAN DECKER, Chair, Oregon Public
Utility Commission
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Grid Modernization and the NM PRC
How New Mexico is modernizing its grid for reliability 2022
Arthur O’Donnell, US DOE Solar Innovator supporting
NM Public Regulation Commission
Gridworks Grid Modernization Webinar Series
February 17, 2022
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Grid Modernization & New Mexico PRC 2022
What we’ll cover today:
´ Some brief context for the need to modernize the grid
´ The Energy Transition Act
´ HB 233 (2020) and the Public Regulation Commission
´ Planning for the Future – new rules and policies at NMPRC
´ Interconnection Policies
´ Integrated Resource Planning & Procurement
´ Community Solar
´ Other Grid Modernization proposals (AMI, Vehicle Electrification)

´ Developing the PRC’s Vision and Action Plan for Grid Mod
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Grid Modernization & New Mexico PRC 2022
Energy Transition Act of 2019:
´ Established GHG reduction goals and clean energy requirements:
´ 50 percent RPS by 2030/80 percent by 2040/100 percent “clean” by
2045;
´ Allows for closure of San Juan Generating Station by 2023 and
replacement resources to displace coal-fired based load with clean
energy and securitization of costs;
´ Delays in solar PV/storage supply chain might require rethinking closure
dates and strategy.

But setting goals and approving new contracts can be undermined by
circumstances and by failure to have policies and mechanisms in place
to bring them into reality.
New Mexico has had shortcomings in policy and infrastructure
necessary to realize its goals.
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Grid Modernization & New Mexico PRC 2022
Grid Modernization Act of 2020 (HB 233) recognized the need to bring
New Mexico grid into the 21st century, but stopped short of new
requirements:
´ Required a “road map” report from Energy Minerals & Natural Resources
Department (EMNRD);
´ Convened a stakeholder process to identify possible actions and provide
useful background “white papers”;
´ 11 action items were determined, many requiring involvement from Public
Regulation Commission;
´ But resource constraints – and no incremental budget allocations – meant
PRC must prioritize what it can work on.
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Grid Modernization & New Mexico PRC 2022
After considering the draft Road Map, the PRC focused on three of the
action items:
´ Updating Interconnection rules/manual [20-00171-UT/22-00266-UT]
´ Adopting standards for advanced inverters (IEEE 1547-2018/UL 1741 SB)
´ Revise Integrated Resource Planning and Procurement polices [21-00128-UT]

Other issues forced onto the agenda:
´ Legislation, Community Solar Act 2021 (SB 84) requires rules for a 200 MW
program to be in place by April 1, 2022 [21-00112-UT]
´ Utilities applied for electric vehicle programs [various dockets]
´ SPS application for Advance Metering Infrastructure (AMI) [21-00148]
´ House Bill 6 (2022) would effect new GHG reduction mandates
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Grid Modernization & New Mexico PRC 2022
´ HB 233 authorizes utility expenditures for Grid Mod projects:
“A public utility may file an application with the commission to approve grid
modernization projects that are needed by the utility, or upon request of the
commission.”
´ Investments or incentives
´ Rate designs
´ Programs that incorporate technologies, equipment, or infrastructure
´ Customer education & outreach to increase awareness of grid
modernization benefits
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Grid Modernization & New Mexico PRC 2022
The Act identifies 12 types of Grid Mod investments:
´ Advance Metering Infrastructure (AMI)
´ Intelligent grid devises for real time or near real time analysis
´ Automated control systems for T&D circuits & substations
´ High-speed communication networks/automated control
´ Distribution system hardening
´ Physical security measures at critical distribution substations
´ Cybersecurity measures
´ Improved distribution system planning capabilities
´ Demand response technologies
´ Energy storage and microgrids
´ EV charging infrastructure/community/industry electrification
´ Customer information platforms
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Grid Modernization & New Mexico PRC 2022
In considering applications for approval, 7 factors to review:
´ Improve utility system efficiency, reliability, resilience and security; meet
energy demands through flexible, diversified and distributed portfolio
´ Support connection with regional energy markets for export of renewables
´ Increase access to and use of clean and renewable energy, especially lowincome customers and underserved communities
´ Contribute to reduction of air pollution and GHG
´ Increase utility product offerings and allow for private investment, skilled
jobs and consumer protection
´ Transparent public reporting requirements
´ Otherwise consistent with state’s grid modernization planning processes
and priorities.
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Grid Modernization & New Mexico PRC 2022
What needs to go into a Rulemaking:
´ Reconciling all the potential project possibilities with priorities
´ Delineating maintenance upgrades from new initiatives
´ Align Act’s requirements with other existing rules/mandates
´ Refine process for IOUs bringing applications or PRC requesting them
´ Determining qualitative criteria for evaluating projects/applications
´ Promoting a holistic approach, rather than one-off projects
´ Maximizing benefits from programs for ratepayers & communities
´ Fair cost allocation and mediating rate impacts
´ Measuring and evaluating effectiveness
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Grid Modernization & New Mexico PRC 2022
Utilities and other electric service providers also need to adopt new
analytical tools to plan their future investments to optimize the
selection and location of new resources in order to allow consumers to
become active managers of their electricity consumption.
Together, new technologies and planning tools will help:
´ 1) modernize the electric distribution system to accommodate two-way
flows of energy and energy services throughout the utilities’ networks;
´ 2) enable customer choice of new technologies and services that reduce
emissions of greenhouse gasses, and improve reliability in a cost-efficient
manner; and
´ 3) encourage opportunities for distributed energy resources (DER) to
provide grid services, including potential alternatives to traditional utility
investment in costly transmission lines, central station generation and
electrical substation infrastructure.
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Grid Modernization & New Mexico PRC 2022
Expected timelines for major initiatives:
´ Interconnection – Revised NOPR will be issued in March
´ Phase 1 decision in June;
´ Advanced Inverters required by Spring 2023;
´ Technical settings/thresholds for Inverter functions in Phase 2, new
working group process has just begun;
´ Community Solar Act implementation under way, Rules adopted by
April 1;
´ IRP/Procurement, NOPR currently in process, decision by end of
year.
´ In January 2023, PRC transforms into 3-member appointed board,
so the 2022 goal is to have Grid Mod related rules and policies in
place.
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Grid Modernization & New Mexico PRC 2022
Follow the action via NMPRC’s newly remodeled web site:
http://www.nmprc.state.nm.us/

Contact me:
Arthur O’Donnell
The Energy Overseer
415-238-0157
Art.o’donnell@state.nm.us
energyoverseer@comcast.net

Grid
Modernization:
Where are we
going?
Jacqueline Waite, PhD
Daren Zigich, P.E.
New Mexico Energy, Minerals & Natural
Resources Department
February 17, 2022
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Outline
¬ EMNRD’s Role
¬ Baselining/Setting the Stage
¬ Refining and Focusing: Framework for Analysis and Implementation
¬ Implementing the GMAG Recommendations
¬ Grid Modernization Grant Program/Projects
¬ Take-Aways
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EMNRD . . .
• Is focused on the whole state system
• Collects data/researches/pays attention
• Responds to public and legislature inquiries (education)
• Collaborates w/PRC when appropriate
• Convenes stakeholders when necessary
• Promulgates state climate-related goals/conservation goals
• Energy Management & Conservation Division (ECMD) is particularly
concerned with energy conservation/efficiency in electricity sector,
buildings and transportation.
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Baselining/Setting the Stage (2020-2021)
•

Baseline Report (Utility
Survey and EIA-861)

•

GMAG Engagement and
Whitepaper Series

•

1st Generation Roadmap
(Summary)

*We took an open-ended,
agnostic approach and got a
wide range of potential
solutions.
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Refining and Focusing (2021)
Why grid mod now?
• Energy Transition Act (2019) and Energy
Grid Modernization Act (2020)
•
•

Incredible wind/solar resource potential and
technologies
Economic diversification potential of clean
energy & energy efficiency industries

What do we want the grid to deliver?
• Cost-effectiveness/affordability (incl.
•

optimization of assets, system efficiencies)
Reliability (incl. response to load, beneficial
electrification/decarbonization, integration of
DER, resilience/security)

Target
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Framing Questions
• How do we get to 100-percent zero-carbon sources while
maintaining reliability (that matches or exceeds baselined
levels)? What is that going to cost customers in the longterm?
• Is grid modernization a small suite of large tools, or a large
suite of small tools? What results in better cost, the same
or better reliability and ETA compliance?
• When grid modernization solutions increase near-term
costs that will be passed on to consumers, are they in
service to reliability and ETA goals?

Affordability

Reliability

ETA
Targets

Q: Will the state enact and/or will PRC adopt specific interim GHG reduction
targets for the electricity sector?
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Implementing the GMAG Recommendations
(2021-2022+)
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Recommendation

Implications (from GMAG)

AdvancedMetering
Infrastructure

Cost: Upfront costs for potential longterm savings
Response to ETA:
• Potential flexibility with bulk-power
system as renewables are adopted
• Potential dispatchability of distributed
resources (i.e., ability to exploit
demand-side flexibility especially after
80% threshold)
Response to Reliability/Resilience:
• Ability of AMI with reliability software
to alert utilities to faults in system

Major Unanswered Question

Will the full suite of capabilities for
dispatchability and reliability be
adopted and integrated?
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Recommendation

Implications (from GMAG)

Storage

Cost: Large range of costs for
technologies and durations
Response to ETA:
• Essential for smoothing out renewable
resource (spatial and temporal)
variability
Response to Reliability:
• Reliability cannot be assured without
storage on the system after 80%
renewable resource threshold.
• Usually discussed in terms of stacked
“grid services” with some technologies
providing more to the stack than others

Major Unanswered Question

How are utilities modeling
reliability benefits of storage? At
what granularity?
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Recommendation

Implications (from GMAG)

Interconnection
Rule/Manual
Update

Cost: TBD for average consumer
Response to ETA:
• < 10 MW customer-sited BTM
renewable generation decreases overall
demand (retail sales denominator)
Response to Reliability:
• Advanced inverters with appropriate
communications and protocols needed
for grid stability and dispatchability.
• DG + storage allows interconnecting
customers to shift consumption and
reduce peak load; ride out system
outages

Major Unanswered Questions

How to ensure that the distribution
system is reliable? At what/whose
cost?
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Recommendation

Implications (from GMAG)

Transmission
Planning

Cost: High upfront capital costs; potential
for long-term savings with access to
resources

IRP Modifications
to incorporate
transmission
planning

Response to ETA:
• Transmission allows for access to
additional renewable resources
Response to Reliability:
• Utilities are better situated for longterm reliability (resource adequacy)

Major Unanswered Question

What will be the interplay between
utility scale generation,
transmission and storage in
service to reliability?
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Grid Modernization Grant Program
Projects should target electric distribution or transmission
infrastructure to expand renewables and increase grid reliability, grid
security, demand response capability, customer service or energy
efficiency or conservation. (Source: Energy Grid Modernization Act of 2020)
See: https://www.emnrd.nm.gov/ecmd/grid-modernization/
Presentations/consultation available upon request.
Q: How will the definition of grid mod projects be interpreted by
PRC? Can/should routine upgrades be distinct from upgrades
that tend toward a modern grid?
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Take-Aways
• There are many options and tools. How to evaluate them?
• Should be viewed in relation to each other, over time,
and with focused consideration of impact on:
• Long-term affordability/cost of service
• Reliability
• ETA targets

Overview of Webinar Series

Purpose
● Support development of Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NOPR) on Grid
Modernization
● Share information, gather participant input and identify issues to address in
NOPR development

Approach
● Subject matter expert speaker presents on topic
● Facilitated discussion to gather participant perspectives
● Summary of workshops documenting participant input for PRC use in
rulemaking
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Overview of Webinar Series

Dates and Topics
March 3 - Integrated Distribution Planning Overview (Lisa Schwartz, LBNL)
March 17 - AMI and Communications (James Ogle, PNNL)
April 7 - Load Forecasting (TBD)
April 21 - Hosting Capacity (Sky Stanfield, IREC)
May 5 - Non-wire Alternatives (Lauren Shwisberg, RMI)
May 19 - Transportation Electrification in DSP (Trina Horner, Kevala)
June 2 - Evaluation methods for grid investments and DER (TBD)
June 16 - Best practices from other states (TBD)
June 30 - Procedures for submitting and reviewing Grid Modernization Applications
July 21- Recap and summarize findings and recommendations
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Facilitated Discussion

Objective: Hear from stakeholders opportunities and barriers that
should be addressed in the webinar series and subsequent NOPR
● What grid modernization topics are of greatest importance
to your organization to be covered in this investigatory
series and the PRC NOPR?
● Which topics do you believe will be most challenging for the
PRC to address in a NOPR, and why?
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Wrap Up

● Participant Survey
● Next Steps
○ Gridworks summary of today’s kickoff webinar
○ March 3 Webinar: Integrated Distribution Planning with
Lisa Schwartz (LBNL)
○ March 17 Webinar: Advance Metering Infrastructure with
Jim Ogle (PNNL)
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HOW CAN WE HELP?
MATTHEW TISDALE
mtisdale@gridworks.org | 510 508 0761
www.gridworks.org
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